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Carburetor setting KEDO-MIKUNI TM36 carburetor

The TM36 is delivered basically tuned for the XT500 and SR500 models. All you have to do is make the 
following adjustments:

Adjustment of the throttle slide
Adjustment of the pilot mixture screw

Adjustment throttle slide (TS)
Adjust the TS opening limiting screw (left side of the carburetor, seen in the direction of travel) so that the 
lowest throttle slide edge completely releases the carburetor cross-section. Notes: Limiting screw 1mm Allen;  
Lock nut key width (AF) 55mm

Setting pilot mixture screw (PMS)

First, set the idle speed to -1100 rpm. Then carefully turn PMS in until resistance 
is noticeable; now turn out until the highest stationary speed is reached, 
then continue to turn + 1/8 revolution. 
Principle PMS: turn out  higher petrol flow, turn in  lower  petrol flow. 
Caution: Do not turn PMS too far into it, otherwise the tip could break off!

During carburetor installation, inspect the entire intake system and the outlet system for any leaks. If 
secondary air is drawn in one of the two systems, tuning the carburetor is very difficult.

Please keep in mind: With the installation of the KEDO Mikuni TM36 you drive a sports carburetor! It reacts 
sensitively to any change in settings, and even more sensitive to sources of error, such as the pulling of 
secondary air on manifold / silencer gaskets, wrong or old spark plugs or dirty air filters etc.

With the supplied idle and main jets, you can perfectly tune the TM36. If you drive without air filter boxes or 
with an open exhaust system, other jet sizes may be necessary.

If, after a detailed test drive, it turns out that the carburetor still needs a fine adjustment, please use the 
following illustrations and the table as a guide. When changing the jet, make sure that the jet can be easily 
screwed in and is not inserted crooked. For changing the main jet, use the jet change tool to prevent damage 
and thus a change in the soot hole.

Important: Work in small steps. Make only one change at a time,
to be able to experience their effect exactly!

It is helpful to log the changes made in order to always keep track of the state of the technical changes.

Function and setting options (in tabular short form) 

Legend: PJ = pilot jet, MJ = main jet, JN = jet needle

 Effective range Component
Adjustment Impact;

/ Error subjective impression against driving

 Idle system

PJ

too small*   "Deflagration" at the transition load- / sliding-mode from the exhaust

 Load range 0 - 1/4 too large   Delayed response, "popping" from the exhaust in the 1/4 load range

 Transition from load to sliding mode  and from full throttle to sliding-mode.

 (up to medium speed) slightly rich   harmonious power development

 Load range 3/4 - 4/4

MJ

too small   Power delivery from 3/4 gas is tough

 Power (max.) too large   Engine "stutters" under full load

 in the 4/4 load range only MJ works Correct   Optimal spark plug image at V-max **

 Load range 1/4 - 7/8
JN

too deep (lean)   Engine revs up poorly; Performance holes during "tearing up the gas"

 Partial load range too high (rich)   delayed response, ingestion when "tearing up the gas"
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1. Change PJ: Leave carburetor installed, loosen clamps, tilt carburetor to the left, unscrew float chamber. 
After changing the PJ, the PMS must be readjusted

2. Change MJ: Leave carburetor installed, remove float chamber drain screw, replace with jet change tool MJ

3. Change JN: Leave carburetor installed, loosen clamps, tilt carburetor to the left, remove carburetor cover. 
JN can now be easily achieved with raised TS

A change of the needle jet, air jet, starter jet or throttle slide is not  necessary,
since the carburetor is basically tuned!

The sealing ring of the float chamber swells up immediately after disassembly, so that 
it no longer fits  after a few minutes the sealing ring returns to its old form

and can be reused! 

Fig. 2:

Dependence of the individual tuning components 
in relation to the throttle slide position
(Set idle system with PMS/PJ)

Accelerator pump:

If you want to get the most out of your carburetor (power delivery!), or want a more aggressive response, you 
can still make a setting on the accelerator pump. Technical laymen in the field of carburetor setting, however, 
are advised against a change in the basic setting. If you want to optimize the accelerator pump, make a note 
of the basic setting of the adjusting screws (measure free thread length)!

Screw A out:  Accelerator pump responds earlier

Screw A in:  Accelerator pump responds later  
Screw A too far in:  Engine dies during abrupt "gas tearing"

Screw B out  Accelerator pump works longer, response becomes worse when full 
throttle is given from the lowest speeds, otherwise the response becomes more 
aggressive

Screw B too far out  Mixture is too rich at spontaneous "gas tearing"
 Engine response late on throttle grip

Screw B in  Pump is stopped earlier

Important:

* Note to the table (page 1): Idle jet too small -> compensate if necessary by a richer setting of the PMS 
(turn further out)

** Note to the table (page 1): Optimal spark plug image at V-max. Operate motorcycle for a short time at top 
speed, interrupt ignition, let the motorcycle roll out and check the spark plug:

sooty/black  mixture too rich
grey/brown  mixture normal
grey/white  mixture too lean
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Fig. 3:

Position of the jets 
(considered when the float 
chamber is dismantled)

Fig. 4:
Adjustment


